1. Book, multiple authors or editors (up to seven):

Reference list:


In-text citation:

First (spell out up to five authors on first use): (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, Eds., 1999, p. 281).

Subsequent (or first use for six or more authors): (Bransford et al., Eds., 1999, p. 287).

Note: Include the page number (or paragraph number for websites, see below) if quoting directly from the text. If paraphrasing from or referring to the text, page or paragraph numbers are not required, but are encouraged.

2. Authored chapter in an edited book, one author:

Reference list:


In-text citation:


3. Authored chapter in an edited book, two authors:

Reference list:


In-text citation:

(Rubin & Morreale, 1996, p.27).
4. Authored chapter in an edited book, three or more authors:

Reference list:

In-text citation:
First: (Davis, Helminski & Smith, 2005, p. 192).
Subsequent: (Davis et al., 2005, p. 194).

Note: Use all authors’ names when citing a work for the first time in your reference list.

5. Electronic Book:

Reference list:

Retrieved from http://www.amazon.com

http://dx.doi.org/10.1036/007142363X

In-text citation:
(Foner, 2008).

Notes: No retrieval date required for static content.
Use URL form of DOI by adding the http://dx.doi.org string to the DOI number.
No period after any URL, in case it is interpreted as part of the address.
6. Encyclopedia article with an author

Reference list:


In-text citation:

(Lindgren, 2001).

7. Online Encyclopedia article, no author:

Reference list:


In-text citation:

(Olduvai Gorge, 2012).

Note: If an encyclopedia article has no author, begin with the title instead, for both print and online formats. Use the title for the citation as well.

8. Newspaper article, no author:

Reference list:


In-text citation:


Note: Capitalize initial title letters for citations; use quotation marks.

9. Website article, no author:

Reference list:


Note: If there is no date indicating when the website was posted or updated, use (n.d.) in place of the date.
In-text citation:

(“Scientists probe,” 2008, ¶5), or

(“Scientists probe,” 2008, Conclusion section, para.1).

Note: As websites have no pagination, provide information approximating where the information you used was found, as in the examples above.

10. Website article with an author:

Reference list:


iid=article_sidebar

In-text citation:


Note: Re-check your URLs for accuracy immediately before submitting your paper.

11. Periodical articles:

Magazine

Reference list:


In-text citation:


Subsequent: (Cason et al, 1999, p. 41).

Journal

Reference list:


New Directions for Community Colleges, (140), 55-66.
In-text citation:

(Smith, 2007, p. 62).

12. Periodical article from an online database with Digital Object Identifier (DOI) assigned:

Reference list:


In-text citation:


Note: No retrieval information is required when a DOI is available, because it provides a unique identifier to the online location of the content.

Note: No period after the DOI.

13. Periodical article from an online database, no DOI:

Reference list:

Same as above, but add the “Retrieved from” line as indicated:


In-text citation:

(Lyons & Ansari, 2009, p.1728).

Note: Since the 6th edition, the database from which the article was retrieved is no longer included. If there is no DOI, provide the home page URL of the journal.

14. Wiki:

Reference list:

Introduction to cognitive psychology. (n.d.). Retrieved September 5, 2012, from The Psychology Wiki:

http://psychology.wikia.com/wiki/Introduction_to_cognitive_psychology

In-text citation:
Note: Wikis are collaborative web pages that can be edited by anyone. While they are “refereed” from the standpoint that the information can be read and changed, there is no guarantee that the edits have been made by a subject matter expert. Use the retrieval date since the source material may change over time.

15. PowerPoint Presentation:

Reference list:


http://www.educause.edu/Elements/Attachments/conference/aascu07/Preso_1-HO.pdf

In-text citation:

(Oblinger, 2007, slide 7).

16. ERIC Documents:

Reference list:


In-text citation:


Note: ERIC is now cited as an online source since full-text content was loaded to the Web.

17. Twitter update or tweet

Reference list:

Trump, D. [realDonaldTrump]. (2017, January 23). Busy week planned with a heavy focus on jobs and national Security. Top executives coming in at 9:00 A.M. to talk manufacturing in America:


https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/823495059010109440

In-text citation:

(Trump, 2017).

Note: The user’s real name, if known, is provided first in author format, followed by the screen name in brackets. If only the screen name is known, provide it without brackets.
18. Streaming video (e.g., YouTube, Vimeo)

Reference list:


Retrieved from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORDo_YNsQLY

In-text citation:

(Frank, 2012).

19. Unpublished work:

Reference list:


In-text citation:

(Rio Salado College, 2014).

20. RioLearn course lesson content:

Format: Lesson title. (n.d.). Course prefix and number [file format and lesson number]. Retrieved from URL

Reference list:


In-text citation:

(“The Arizona lawmakers,” (n.d.), para.7)

Note: As RioLearn lessons have no pagination, provide information approximating where the information you used was found, as in the example above.